
Welcome to our Swim Couch to 5k seven week training programme.

We hope you enjoy building your swim fitness and confidence. Do let us know how you get on
via #swimcouchto5k 0r email hello@outdoorswimmingsociety.com.

DRY LAND SWIM TRAINING

Start by setting up a three times a week fitness habit. The focus here is on moving your
cardiovascular fitness up a notch, building shoulder strength and flexibility and preparing to
swim after a long locked down winter.

Here are some dry land warm up exercises from Dan Bullock – OSS Dry Land Swim Tips

If you have access to a pool – then begin the water work, and repeat weeks until you feel
comfortable.

Aim for three sessions a week. Four sessions is ambitious and will speed up your fitness gains,
two will contribute to your fitness if it’s all you can do. Vary the focus point of each session:

● FITNESS: Anything cardiovascular for 30 minutes will help. Rowing is a great full body
workout that incorporates many swimming muscles (if and when you have access to a
rowing machine). Introduce ‘fartlek’ to increase fitness gains: this is on-o� training
where you push for a bit, and then ‘steady-state’ for a bit, and can be applied to cycling,
running or rowing. Got a stretch cord? Try Dan’s Dryland Swim Session.

● ENDURANCE: Do one longer session a week, up to an hour, of hiking or cycling. The
plan is (cold acclimatisation allowing) that by the summer, you’ll be fit and ready for a
5k swim. That means in three months time (depending on swim speed) you will be
swimming for 1 hour 17 (25 minute miler), 1 hour 33 (30 minute miler), 1 hour 55
minutes (35 minute miler), 2 hours 20 (40 minute miler). Everything you do now to
increase your base fitness and endurance will bring dividends later.

● CONDITIONING: Work on shoulder strength and flexibility to help prepare you for the
pool or lake. Yoga and pilates both provide excellent conditioning for swimmers. Use
your own practise, or head to YouTube – 18 minute Yoga for Swimmers with Adrienne,
or the 30 minute Vinyasa based Yoga for Swimmers. Also see the 6 poses on The OSS
Yoga for Swimmers.

If and when you can get pool time, start using sessions from week one below and keep
repeating weeks. Winter swims will all help acclimatisation, but few swimmers will be using
open water for training at this point because most will find it too cold to put their head in.
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